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Free MI Tablet Application 
 

 
 

Example MI Screen. HCI Systems, Inc. 

 

This is a screen shot of HCI Systems, Inc. MI Manager application showing a tablet 
capable data entry form. Now recognizing that there are many applications out there for 
mechanical integrity, why should you try this one out? 

First of all, for a limited time, this beta version is free. So don't hesitate to contact me at 
the email address below for the details. 

So why is this one different? Here are the bullet points: 

 It uses GPS positioning to locate and set the inspection location. 

 It is a generic MI application. It can be used to inspect just about anything. Ideal 
for pipelines and remote assets. 

 MI Manager has all the necessary calculations, retire date projections, trends, 
reports, document management, repair status, etc. 
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 You can pre-set the inspection CMLs, TMLs and/or questions in advance with its 
forms editor. This includes reference photos and documents such as procedures 
and P&IDs, etc. These expand to full screen on cursor click. 

 You can add on-the-fly additional CML points and questions from the menu located 
on the left side of the screen. 

 It is connected directly to your server and is immediately available for viewing by 
others as you perform your tasks. 

 You can upload photos right from the tablet camera system. The photo column can 
show both form photos and inspection photos. 

 It has built-in user configurable RBI parameters such as severity and probability. 

 It has user configurable priority ranking and repair options. 

 For thickness measurements, it has high, low and target thicknesses. 

 The scheduled tasks and a link to the form can be emailed to the inspectors on 
pre-set dates. The inspector clicks the link and the form opens up on their tablet. 

 Information about the inspection is shown in the right column called Properties. 

 Each form column can be hidden to fit smaller smart phones screens. 

Sorry for the image quality. LinkedIn likes a certain size image. 

Check out our website at http://www.hcisoftware.com 

Contact me for details of this offer. richgehse@hcisoftware.biz 

 


